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INTRODUCTION

On the morning of Sunday, August 28, 2011, few Vermonterners had any sense of how our small state would be tested by the tropical storm making its way across the Northeast. Most of us did not realize how powerful the streams and rivers flowing through our communities could become. We did not fully appreciate how vulnerable our downtowns, homes, businesses, and farms were to the effects of a large rainfall event. Vermontern’s understanding of their relationship to their watersheds was transformed by the storm, which dropped as much as eight inches in that one day. As a result of the devastating high waters that roared through our communities, lives were lost, houses and bridges were washed away, businesses were destroyed, roads were dissolved, and communities were isolated.

While our first response as a state was to reach out and take care of each other and to restore our communities, Vermonterns are now, over a year later, starting to look to the future. We are asking what lessons we can learn from this catastrophe in order to be better prepared to face future storms. We are asking what we can do to avoid or at least reduce the kind of devastation that we saw in the days following Irene.

One lesson that many Vermonterns are beginning to understand from Irene is that adjustments to our community and infrastructure development, river management, and floodplain protection policies can reduce the risk of flood damage to our homes, businesses, and farms, while also enhancing Vermont’s natural beauty. In every watershed in Vermont, the goals of protecting our communities and preserving our natural environment are closely intertwined and interdependent.

A healthy watershed is one capable of absorbing and tempering the effects of large amounts of rain and snow. Healthy watersheds are marked by forests and fields that slow and absorb rainfall, as well as meandering streams with low banks that slow high waters by allowing the water to seep into adjacent floodplains and wetlands. In healthy watersheds, erosion is limited even during periods of high river flows, water quality is maintained,
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and fish and wildlife habitat recovers quickly or may even be enhanced by flood events.²

Likewise, a safe community is one that can accommodate the natural fluctuation and movement of stream and river levels. Constructed with the foresight and knowledge that river systems are dynamic, not fixed, safe communities protect, where possible, those key natural functions of the landscape, such as lowering peak flows by storing water and reducing erosion.³

Vermont can be more flood resilient—we can protect our roads, homes, and businesses, cultivate healthy watersheds, and enhance the quality and scenic beauty of our environment—if we make decisions that recognize and adhere to the important lessons we learned from Tropical Storm Irene. Part I of this paper provides a brief history of floods in Vermont, an explanation of the impacts that scientists believe global climate change will have on extreme-weather events in Vermont, a primer on river science, and a summary of the lessons state government learned in responding to Tropical Storm Irene. Part II summarizes a number of options at the disposal of Vermont’s regulators, planners, and developers to reduce erosion and inundation caused by major storms like Irene. Part III of this paper examines one of those options in greater depth, exploring five possibilities for improving flood resilience by protecting and restoring the floodplains that protect our river valley communities.

I. ORIENTATION

A. Brief History of Floods in Vermont

Much of the erosion and flood damage we experienced in the aftermath of Tropical Storm Irene was the result of tinkering with our land and rivers.⁴ Most of Vermont’s forests were clear cut in the State’s early

---

⁴ MUNICIPAL GUIDE, supra note 3, at 1.
As long ago as 1864, George Perkins Marsh lamented in his book *Man and Nature* about the impacts of deforestation on the Vermont landscape, describing the large amounts of soil washed into Vermont’s valleys as a result of clear cutting, leaving sediment many feet thick and increasing river instability. But even before Marsh’s comments, generations of Vermonters straightened, deepened, and bermed many of Vermont’s rivers and streams with the goal of mitigating the risk of flood damage to river and streamside developments. These actions caused floodwaters to move downstream faster, which increased erosion and fomented the catastrophic movement of rivers that can occur during major flood events. Over a century later, Tropical Storm Irene confirmed that we continue to pay a price for these modifications to our river systems.

Tropical Storm Irene also reinforced the lesson, learned in prior flood disasters, that Vermonters are resilient people bound by our commitment to work together to protect and maintain our communities. Within the first twenty-four hours following Irene, a full-scale response was underway. Across the state, leaders in government, non-government organizations, and the business community found ways to take needed action. Thousands of additional volunteers and flood responders began rebuilding communities and providing assistance to those in need. Individuals and families were provided with medical assistance, social services, food, and shelter, while roads and other infrastructure were rebuilt and repaired.

Recalling the spirit of our forefathers and mothers who responded, recovered, and rebuilt after the Great Flood of 1927, this generation of Vermonters exhibited a resilience of human spirit and community that contributed to an incredible, though not yet complete, recovery. The reverence and honor expressed by President Calvin Coolidge in Bennington, Vermont toward his home state following the 1927 floods is as apt today as it was eighty-five years ago: “I love Vermont because of her hills and valleys, her scenery and invigorating climate, but most of all because of her indomitable people.”

The indomitable people of Vermont have responded to numerous statewide flood disasters since President Coolidge spoke those words.

7. MUNICIPAL GUIDE, supra note 3, at 2.
Major flood events hit Vermont in 1936, 1938, 1973, and 1976. Indeed, a review of nationally declared flood disasters in Vermont reveals that Vermont has suffered a major flood in one of its watersheds, on average, every year for the past twenty-five years.

Figure 1:
Regional and State-Wide Floods in Vermont from 1973–2011

It must be remembered that Tropical Storm Irene was not the only flooding event in Vermont in 2011. Central Vermont experienced major flood events in the spring of 2011 which, though not as severe, caused major damage in several watersheds and contributed to record high water levels.


levels in Lake Champlain.  

Ironically, the spring 2011 flooding led the Agency of Natural Resources (ANR) to announce a flood resilience initiative program weeks prior to Tropical Storm Irene.  

Over a year later, as we address the remaining damage from Irene and work to meet the critical needs of Vermont’s citizens and businesses most impacted by the floods, we are now returning to the flood resilience effort announced in August 2011 with a reinvigorated sense of purpose. Although much careful planning and hard work still remains, Irene taught us that if we approach this next phase with the same spirit that marked our initial response to the storm, we can better protect our communities from future storms. Vermont can, in this way, continue to serve as a model of how people can live on the landscape in a manner that not only protects but also enhances the natural environment.

B. Climate Change Portends More, Not Less, Flooding in the Future

Planners know that our climate is changing. As catastrophic as the Irene floods were, they were not a one-time event. The data indicate that we face the risk of more frequent and greater floods in the future. Climate experts predict that global climate change will increase precipitation in Vermont. Their reports indicate that Vermont will also see an increased frequency of extreme weather events. These predictions comport with observations from recent years in which Vermont has suffered from increased flooding.

---
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16. Id.

17. Id.

Simply planning for more of the same kind of weather we have seen in the past is not likely to be sufficient. According to Vermont Law School Professor Pat Parenteau, a legal expert in climate change law and policy, “there is no new normal.”\(^\text{19}\) Flood disaster experts reporting to Governor Shumlin as part of the Governor’s Council on Community Design recommended:

State agencies should begin to look ahead and determine steps to reduce impacts of flooding and erosion in the face of an increase in the number and severity of natural hazards due to climate change.\(^\text{20}\)

We must build and re-build our communities with this advice in mind. We can and should contemplate the root causes of climate change. Although the solutions are beyond the scope of this paper, they provide an important backdrop to our response to increased flood risk. If we can devise solutions that will increase the resilience of our communities to flood damage, while also reducing our greenhouse gas emissions, we can make the transition to long-term sustainability more effectively and efficiently.

\textit{C. A Primer on River Science}

In order to appreciate the opportunities and challenges for improving Vermont’s flood resilience, it may be helpful to understand some of the basics of river dynamics. Rivers, by their very nature, are complex, ever-changing, and intimately connected to changes in the landscape. While we have learned a great deal about the relationship of Vermont’s rivers to our landscape, with some of the more startling lessons learned in the aftermath of major-flood events, we still have a great deal to learn. One of the greatest challenges to understanding rivers is that they change over a period of time that extends beyond human lifespans.\(^\text{21}\)

We recognize certain simple facts about river dynamics today that Vermonters two hundred years ago did not. For instance, rivers seek their own unique balance, based on their slope, type of bed material, underlying geology, and the volume of water flowing through them.\(^\text{22}\) The volume of
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water that reaches rivers is closely related to the area of land within the watershed around the river and the type of activities on that land. A change to any variable threatens the equilibrium of the river.

The most important lesson that we have learned from the repeated floods of the past several decades, a period during which we have been paying closer attention to our rivers than we did in earlier times, is that the common perception of rivers as static features of the landscape is fundamentally flawed. Vermont’s rivers and streams have migrated across valleys for centuries, changing the landscape as they move.

The following diagram shows how Vermont’s rivers have typically migrated and changed. Stage I shows an unaltered river channel, in equilibrium, both in cross-section and as viewed from above (“plan view”). Stage II illustrates a river that was straightened. Stage III, IV, and V demonstrate how rivers return to a state of equilibrium.

23. ALLAN & CASTILLO supra note 22; ALTERNATIVES FOR RIVER CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT, supra note 22.
Closer to home, Figure 3 depicts the Third Branch of the White River as it returns to equilibrium following a straightening in 1924. The map below shows how floods in 1927, 1936, and 1938 led to dramatic changes in channel location and also how channel migration has continued up through 2000.

---

When we ignore the science and history by trying to force rivers to remain in one place, we risk throwing them out of balance, which damages communities. We can avoid the cost of repairing our communities if we give rivers the space to move and reach equilibrium.¹⁶

No matter how hard we try, our rivers and streams will resist any effort to hold them in one place and in one shape. While there are places and circumstances where the cost of waging that battle is necessary (we would prefer the Winooski River in and around Montpelier remain in its channel), fighting rivers turns out to be an expensive and risky proposition. Many rivers have been repeatedly straightened at substantial cost. A better approach, one informed by science, is to resist tinkering with the equilibrium conditions that developed in the millennia before humans settled this region and simply give rivers the room they need to move.¹⁷

While rivers are naturally resilient and can recover a new equilibrium if given the chance, turning them into the equivalent of pipelines will lengthen the time it takes them to recover.¹⁸ In part, this is because a river system has many features outside of the river channel that are critical to its ability to absorb floods. Floodplains along rivers serve a major role in absorbing and slowly releasing the large volumes of water that can be collected in the

---
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valleys of Vermont’s hills and mountains.\textsuperscript{29} Wetlands hold flood waters for even greater periods of time, filtering out sediment, nutrients, and other pollutants.\textsuperscript{30}

Otter Creek’s response to Irene is a good example of how intact floodplains can mitigate storm surges. Following Irene, Vermont’s river scientists documented Otter Creek’s natural resilience. Otter Creek originates in the Green Mountains and travels through Rutland and Addison Counties before emptying into Lake Champlain.\textsuperscript{31} During the storm, flow rates in Rutland were over 16,000 cubic feet per second and the water level was nine feet above the flood line.\textsuperscript{32} Forty miles downstream, Otter Creek runs through Middlebury. A flow rate of 16,000 cubic feet per second would have devastated the college town; fortunately, the flow rate through Middlebury was around 6,000 cubic feet per second.\textsuperscript{33} The flow rate was reduced because the creek spilled over into intact floodplains, including intact wetlands and forested swamp.\textsuperscript{34} The floodplain absorbed some of the water and reduced the creek’s energy.\textsuperscript{35}

\begin{footnotesize}

\begin{itemize}
\item[29.] See Freitag et al., supra note 2, at 68.
\item[31.] Id., supra note 30, at 8.
\item[32.] Id.
\item[33.] Id.
\item[34.] Id.
\item[35.] Id.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Two additional components of river science critical to recognizing the benefits of allowing our streams to meander are water quality and aquatic ecology. Balanced rivers maintain greater water quality including cooler temperatures and increased clarity.\textsuperscript{37} Phosphorous levels, which when too high lead to harmful algal blooms, are lower in balanced streams, making the task of protecting our streams, rivers, ponds, and lakes easier.\textsuperscript{38}

Similarly, rivers in equilibrium will not invite frequent human intervention and can maintain the complexity of depth, shape, and material that support a rich diversity of organisms, including insects, crustaceans, fish, and wildlife.\textsuperscript{39} A healthy river in Vermont typically has a mix of depths, bed materials, and bank vegetation. Healthy rivers provide habitat

\textsuperscript{36} Ned Swanberg, \textit{supra} note 11 (The gage analysis was conducted by Eric Smeltzer & Ned Swanberg, Vt. Dep’t Envtl. Conservation and based off finalized U.S.G.S. flow records.).


\textsuperscript{39} \textit{Values of Riparian Buffers, supra} note 38; \textit{Protecting River Corridors, supra} note 27.
for a wide range of species. Thus even those who do find joy in flipping over rocks to find crawfish, or fishing for brook trout on a spring evening during a mayfly hatch should at least find the economic value of tourism and fishing on Vermont’s rivers and lakes appealing.

Protecting Vermont’s communities from flood damage requires an understanding of all that science can offer, and will require us to continue to deepen that understanding through site-specific study and analysis. When we get the science right, we can build it into our decision-making, with benefits to public safety, the economy, water quality, and aquatic habitat.

The conflict between humans and rivers is as old as human settlements along rivers, as old as civilization itself. Settlement patterns in Vermont reflect over two centuries worth of decisions and investments, and it would be unwise to try to reverse course immediately. We can take the long view and incorporate an understanding of river dynamics into future development and restoration of existing infrastructure. We know enough to mitigate risk in future development.

D. Personal Observations on the Value of Coordination and Collaboration

The view of government response to Irene from within has been a transformative experience. To be sure, the state’s response to Irene exposed differences in Vermonters’ understanding of river science. The difficulty of identifying a scientifically sound response was compounded by the need to shape and communicate that response to federal, state, and local government as well as citizens. The importance of achieving a common understanding of how rivers and streams work may be one of the most significant lessons that we can pull from Irene.

Vermont’s state agencies had to work together to respond quickly to the flood damage. With the loss of the Waterbury office in the floods, Vermont’s emergency responders were thrown together in a makeshift operations center in Burlington. The Irene Recovery Office was later created and staffed with seasoned leaders. Neale Lunderville, the former Agency of Administration Secretary under Governor Douglas led the Irene

40. RIPARIAN BUFFERS AND CORRIDORS, supra note 37, at 7.
41. Values of Riparian Buffers, supra note 38; GILBERT AND MANNING, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL VALUE OF VERMONT STATE PARKS 74–75 (2002); see VT. FISH & WILDLIFE DEPT.’S, SUMMARY OF 2009 ACCESS AREA PROGRAM: MAINTENANCE AND CONSTRUCTION REPORT 1 (2010), available at http://www.vtfishandwildlife.com/%5Clibrary%5CReports_and_Documents%5CFisheries%5CAccessareas%5Caccess-area-annual-report-2009.pdf (discussing the economic value of fishing and related licenses and the recent increase in the sales of such licenses).
43. Protecting River Corridors, supra note 27.
Recovery Office before Sue Minter took over. In the months following Irene, an interagency team met at least weekly to discuss the recovery.

In addition, despite the logistical challenges presented by the loss of the Waterbury state office complex, ANR staff traveled the state, offering technical assistance and guidance to affected communities. At the same time, senior staff and ANR leaders met with community leaders to discuss local needs.44

Slowly but surely, our agencies began to make sense of the nearly overwhelming number of requests for help and information. In the process of working together throughout the flood response, agencies learned about the roles and strengths of other agencies while agency leaders learned about the strengths and limitations of their departments and agencies.

For the Department of Environmental Conservation (one of ANR’s three departments), one of our more significant challenges was to manage the tension between fulfilling our competing obligations to assist our sister departments and agencies in providing a timely response to the flood (for example by constructing new roads, bridges and culverts), while ensuring that regulatory standards were met. Where regulatory approvals were needed from the Department of Environmental Conservation, every effort was made to streamline the process in a manner that allowed critical work to go forward while maintaining the core standards.

For instance, bridges and roads had to be rebuilt to reconnect communities.45 While the rebuilding was necessary for a broader recovery, our river scientists and engineers were concerned that the roads and bridges would be constructed in a manner that would increase the risk of flooding downstream or make them vulnerable to being washed away in the next high-water event.46 This led to potential conflicts between the large number of volunteers and local road crews who wanted or needed to do work in rivers, and the Department of Environmental Conservation’s river engineers, who supported the efforts of municipal governments and the Agency of Transportation as they restored major transportation arteries.

Some of the work done in rivers without our Department’s authorization, or done contrary to our instructions, increased the risk of future flood damage.47 In those cases, river channels were straightened,

---

46. See id. (Mary Watzin, Dean of UVM’s school of Environment and Natural Resources noting that repairs should be done to make Vermont more resilient to future storms).
river beds were deepened, and river banks were raised above the floodplain in ways that were not necessary or appropriate.48 Much of the work done in streams and rivers also raised the ire of the many Vermonters who were concerned that the river alterations would have long-term impacts on fisheries and the ecological health of our streams and rivers.49

Heeding those lessons, the Vermont Legislature passed Act 138 in the spring of 2012, instructing our department to develop new rules relating to emergency stream and river alteration work.50 This mandate will provide a necessary opportunity for regulators, legislators, and scientists to develop concrete sets of procedures and requirements that reflect a common understanding of how we should work to repair and restore streams and rivers in the wake of flood events like Irene.

At the same time, we hope to build upon the increasingly effective relationship between the Agency of Transportation and ANR. Our agencies continue to hold routine meetings to sort through the regulatory and other challenges associated with rebuilding and planning for a new and more resilient system of transportation infrastructure.

ANR has developed similar relationships with the Agency of Commerce and Community Development, the Agency of Agriculture, the Department of Health, and the Department of Emergency Management. These relationships will be the foundation for building a plan of action for making Vermont more resilient to future flooding. Working together, in collaboration with our partners in municipal government, and with the support of organizations such as the regional planning commissions, business groups, environmental and conservation organizations, and with input from the general public, we hope to find common ground on a shared set of approaches that will increase Vermont’s resilience to the floods that we know are coming.

II. PLANNING AHEAD

A. Long Term Steps for Disaster Prevention

Although the amount of work still needed to rebuild homes and reconstruct roads, bridges, culverts, and other critical infrastructure

48. Id.
50. VT. STAT. ANN. ch. 10 § 751 (2012).
damaged by Tropical Storm Irene is daunting, most of these projects will conclude in the next year or two, allowing Vermont’s agencies, municipalities, businesses, community organizations, and other groups to focus on the work needed to prevent future flooding disasters.

A first step should be a collaborative dialogue aimed at identifying the highest value actions for reducing the risk of severe flood damage from major storm events. River scientists agree that a concerted effort to protect remaining floodplains is a top priority. Floodplains are an invaluable asset for slowing down and storing floodwaters when rivers are running high. In addition to providing this essential service, floodplains are critical for maintaining healthy, stable rivers over the long term.

Floodplain protection could be accomplished in many ways, including: strengthening local and state regulations that limit building projects; developing policies that encourage and promote infill development in safe downtown locations; conserving floodplains upstream from developed areas through either the outright purchase of land or conservation easements negotiated with private landowners; and developing long-term transportation infrastructure plans that aim to keep roads out of hazardous floodplain areas whenever possible.

In addition to taking steps to protect floodplains, Vermont should encourage projects designed to restore floodplains that have been lost or degraded due to filling, construction, or the placements of conventional flood control structures like berms and levees. Private landowners may be willing to help finance floodplain restoration projects if it can be shown that doing so would result in less land lost to erosion. In other situations it may be in the community’s or state’s interest to provide financial support for removing structures that block rivers from spilling onto their floodplains.

In addition to floodplain protection and restoration, Vermont could intensify efforts to mitigate existing hazards through, for example, best management practices for building or repairing roads in river corridors, and upgrading bridges and culverts. The Vermont State Hazard Mitigation Plan states that the “largest single source of flood losses, both in terms of cost and number of people affected, is damage to transportation infrastructure.

53. IRENE RECOVERY REPORT: A STRONGER FUTURE, supra note 8, at 47–54.
54. BOB FREITAG ET AL., FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT: A NEW APPROACH FOR A NEW ERA 68 (2009); Values of Riparian Buffers, supra note 38.
Infrastructure damage also represents the greatest public safety hazard. Roads situated adjacent to rivers and streams, a common feature in Vermont, can be designed to minimize the risk of erosion and collapse. When roads need to be rebuilt due to severe flood damage, in some instances, it may be possible to relocate road segments that are in particularly hazardous areas. The Agency of Transportation is working on new methods to assess the risks facing Vermont’s transportation infrastructure and to prioritize strategies for reducing that risk.

Similarly, Vermont has learned from experience that undersized bridges and culverts can fail, resulting in significant damage and expense. On the other hand, bridges and culverts that are designed to survive major flood events not only avoid expensive repairs, but also have significant environmental benefits. Stable and properly sized bridges and culverts promote river corridor connectivity, which is critical to the ecological health of our rivers because it allows wildlife to move freely. ANR and the Agency of Transportation are working to develop standards for roads, bridges, and culverts that will promote river corridor connectivity and reduce expensive repairs following flooding.

Any one of these diverse strategies can seem like a monumental challenge in a state that is still bouncing back from the dislocation and loss caused by Tropical Storm Irene. But there are many reasons to believe that Vermont’s leaders and citizens will rise to the challenge of taking concerted steps to reduce our risk from future flooding disasters. First, many communities have experienced repeated flooding, and these experiences have helped foster broader awareness of the costs of not acting now to mitigate future risks. Large-scale flooding devastated the southern half of Vermont on two occasions between 1973 and 2010. During that same period, regional flooding occurred twenty-five times.

55. VT. EMERGENCY MGMT., STATE HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN 159–60 (Dec. 2011).
56. MUNICIPAL GUIDE, supra note 3, at 16.
57. VT. AGENCY OF TRANSP., HAZARD MITIGATION GRANT PROGRAM APPLICATION: ASSESSING AND MITIGATING VULNERABILITY AND RISK FROM FLOODING ON TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE (Nov. 2012) (draft).
58. See Gov. Shumlin, Premier Charest, supra note 14 (noting that the Governor called on agency and department heads to discuss how Vermont can be better prevent and respond to future flooding).
59. MUNICIPAL GUIDE, supra note 3, at 5.
62. RESILIENCE, supra note 30, at 8.
63. Id.
Even those who do not experience the immediate effects of these disasters know that they harm the state in lasting ways. In 2011, insurance claims for flood damage to Vermont homes and businesses exceeded fifty-two million dollars.\(^64\) Recovery efforts funded by taxpayers were extremely costly. Complete data on local, state, and federal expenditures in the wake of the storm is not yet available, but data from Vermont floods that occurred between 2003 and 2008 suggest that the total spent on insurance claims is usually a tiny fraction (less than five percent) of total recovery costs.\(^65\)

These kinds of figures on insurance claims and public recovery expenditures still underestimate the full costs of Vermont’s frequent flooding to communities and families. The National Center for Atmospheric Research estimates that “seven Vermont floods between 1955 and 2008 caused total flood losses in the range of five to twenty million dollars and four caused damage in excess of $20 million.”\(^66\) Damage from the 1972 flood is estimated at 255 million dollars, and damage from the 1984 flood at ninety-three million dollars.\(^67\) Irene is estimated to have produced between 175 and 250 million dollars in damages.\(^68\)

Today the heightened awareness of these costs and a new understanding among community and state leaders of the steps needed to restore equilibrium to Vermont’s rivers provides a unique opportunity for change. Informed leaders working with the steady support of an engaged public can keep development out of hazardous locations; mobilize the resources needed for restoration projects; light a fire under strategic floodplain conservation efforts; and tenaciously pursue the design and construction of stormwater infrastructure capable to absorbing the stormwater flows of tomorrow.

Vermont faced a similar watershed moment when its legislature passed the state’s current land use law, Act 250.\(^69\) Its passage was made possible by a commitment shared by Vermont’s citizens and elected leaders to protect the prevailing land use pattern—historic villages and towns alternating with working farms and forests—that lies at the heart of what makes Vermont such a unique and special place. As the threat to that historic land use from sprawl grew in the public’s consciousness, support

---

65. Id. (Data from the National Flood Insurance Program Community Information System Insurance Reports and FEMA Public Assistance Records.).
66. RESILIENCE, supra note 30, at 8.
67. Id. at 3.
68. Schwartz, supra note 45.
for bold legislation to manage future growth steadily climbed. On passing
the new law, the legislature noted that it was essential to ensure that future
development is not “detrimental to the environment [and] will promote the
general welfare through orderly growth and development . . . suitable to the
demands and needs of the people of this state.”

Today, the majority of Vermont’s historic villages and towns face some
degree of vulnerability to flooding. These risks will inevitably be
exacerbated by climate change, which is expected to increase the intensity
and frequency of storms. The future well being and economic health of
these communities and the state at large depends on confronting these
vulnerabilities. Vermonters increasingly understand these connections
between our flood resilience and the resilience of our communities,
economy, and environment.

III. PROTECTING OUR FLOODPLAINS

A. An Overview of Floodplain Development

There are many reasons to be optimistic that Vermonters will work hard
to reduce the future risks of severe flooding. The challenge of stemming the
slow but steady loss of floodplains to development, however, should not be
underestimated. Floodplain loss has occurred since Vermont’s first
settlements.

In many areas, towns and villages developed in narrow valleys, near
river crossing locations and waterfalls. In these settlements, land with low
slopes was limited, and floodplains provided large, flat areas, free of the
natural features that made building difficult. As a result, many floodplains
in Vermont have already been developed and development pressures in
these areas may continue.

A glance at data on existing structures demonstrates how intensive this
development has been. In Bennington County (where we have good data on
floodplain encroachment), for example, there are over 800 structures in the
Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA), defined as that part of the floodplain
subject to a one percent chance of flooding in any given year (and often
referred to as the 100-year floodplain). Of these 800 structures, 312 are
single family homes, 209 are commercial buildings, 149 are mobile homes,

70. ELIZABETH COURTNEY AND ERIC ZENCEY, GREENING VERMONT: THE SEARCH FOR A
SUSTAINABLE STATE (2012).
71. VT NATURAL RES. BOARD, ACT 250: A GUIDE TO VERMONT’S LAND USE LAW 6 (2006),
72. IRENE RECOVERY REPORT: A STRONGER FUTURE, supra note 8, at 48.
73. Ned Swanberg, supra note 11; 44 C.F.R. § 59.1 (2012) (defining SFHA as “the land in the
flood plain within a community subject to a 1 percent or greater chance of flooding in any given year).
108 are multi-family apartment buildings, and over a dozen are critical facilities.\textsuperscript{74} Likewise, Washington County has over 1,000 buildings already in these flood hazard areas, of which fifty-six are, or were prior to Tropical Storm Irene, government buildings.\textsuperscript{75} Figure 5 depicts the number of existing structures in flood hazard areas in all Vermont counties for which we have good data.

![Figure 5](image)

The buildings in river valley communities are not the only encroachments that have stacked up on floodplains. Much of the critical infrastructure that serves river valley communities—including roads, water and wastewater systems, and power transmission facilities—sits next to or in close proximity to rivers.\textsuperscript{77}

\textsuperscript{74} Ned Swanberg, supra note 11.  
\textsuperscript{75} Id.  
\textsuperscript{76} Id. (Based on data on E-911 locations in Special Flood Hazard Areas. The E-911 data (released Aug. 2011) is available on the Vermont Center for Geographic Information website at www.vcgi.org. The Special Flood Hazard Area data is incomplete and uses mixed sources. The extent of Special Flood Hazard Areas is compiled from official final FEMA sources for Windham, Windsor, Rutland, Chittenden, and Washington Counties and other municipalities with DFIRMs. The data also includes the current Preliminary DFIRM data for Bennington County. In all other areas the data represents best available but non-official digital versions of Flood Insurance Rate Maps prepared by Regional Planning Commissions and other sources. Digitized flood hazard areas have not been created for most of Caledonia, Essex, Grand Isle, and Orleans Counties.).  
A powerful visual representation of floodplain encroachment can be seen in Figure 6, which depicts one Special Flood Hazard Area in one watershed. The small squares indicate where there are existing structures sitting in the midst of this hazardous area. More development will only intensify the hazards for these existing structures, while also impairing the floodplain that protects downstream communities from roaring, high-speed flows caused by big storms.

Figure 6

Even though many of the state’s floodplains have been developed, there are still undeveloped floodplains up and downstream of historic towns and villages, and they play a key role in slowing water when rivers spill over river banks. Many of these floodplains also provide rich, productive land for agriculture because past flooding has delivered layer after layer of nutrients to the soils, and those nutrients create fertile land for cultivation. While the use of floodplains for agriculture and flood attenuation can be,
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78. Ned Swanberg, supra note 11 (Each gray square is the location of a building identified on E-911 maps. These maps serve to direct emergency personnel to emergency locations. Special Flood Hazard Areas delineated by Digital Flood Insurance Rate Map.).
80. Values of Riparian Buffers, supra note 38.
and in many places is entirely compatible, certain approaches to cultivation that emphasize best management practices are more suited to maintaining the flood attenuation benefits of these lands.

B. Vermont’s Current Approach to Managing Floodplain Development

In Vermont, where land use planning and regulation occurs primarily at the municipal level, decisions about where and when to develop are made by local elected officials, zoning administrators, and development review boards.

Currently, nearly ninety percent of Vermont’s municipalities regulate floodplain development in a manner that allows them to qualify for participation in the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). The NFIP is administered by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Communities that want to participate must first adopt local regulations that meet or exceed federal standards, and then their home owners, renters, and businesses become eligible to purchase flood insurance from the NFIP.

An important issue is that FEMA’s minimum standards allow construction in mapped SFHAs (more commonly known as hundred year floodplains). Because the minimum standards are intended primarily to reduce the risks to insured structures, they allow structures to be built in some parts of SFHAs, as long as the buildings are designed and constructed to minimize flood damage.

This reduces local flood resilience in two ways. First, it places new buildings in harm’s way. FEMA’s maps neither take into account the risks from erosion nor the risks from sudden changes in the shape and location of river channels, which is common in many Vermont watersheds. Property owners who receive permits to build in floodplains may be incurring risks that they do not fully understand. While those who purchase insurance policies will receive assistance to repair and rebuild after flooding, many do not carry such policies, and other sources of post-disaster recovery assistance are almost always inadequate for covering the cost of repairing
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Gaps in insurance coverage will increase as a result of 2012 Congressional reforms, which will eliminate some existing subsidies to older structures, and allow the cost of insurance to rise faster to meet liabilities. In the next few years, it is likely that fewer homes and businesses in flood hazard areas will maintain adequate insurance.\textsuperscript{87}

Allowing construction in floodplains not only exposes new buildings to flood risks, it also reduces floodplain storage, aggravating the risks to existing buildings, roads, and other infrastructure downstream of the development. Given the likelihood that the pool of insured structures in Vermont will decrease with rising insurance costs and property owners will have even more financial vulnerability, it seems more important than ever to protect floodplains by ensuring that we regulate their development with more robust standards than FEMA’s minimums.

For the past forty years, the Vermont state land use permit process has added another important layer of review when someone wants to build something in a floodplain area. Under criteria 1(D) of Act 250, permit applicants must demonstrate that their projects will not cause “undue” impacts to floodplains.\textsuperscript{88} In many municipalities, however, projects proposed in floodplain areas are not required to undergo this review because they are not large enough to trigger the Act 250’s jurisdictional thresholds.\textsuperscript{89} Many small residential and commercial projects in floodplains receive no Act 250 scrutiny.

During the 1990s a string of devastating floods led to several developments that fostered greater awareness across the state of the importance of floodplain services.\textsuperscript{90} In the wake of their damage, the legislature passed Act 137, calling on the Department of Environmental Conservation to “define appropriate flood hazard mitigation measures.”\textsuperscript{91}


\textsuperscript{87} Discussion with Ned Swanberg, supra note 86 (mentioning that insurance premiums for some homeowners in Vermont with older buildings are likely to rise significantly as the new reforms are implemented. The average homeowner in an SFHA already pays 1,400 dollars annually for every 170,000 dollars of coverage).

\textsuperscript{88} Land Use and Development Act, VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 10, § 6086 (2010).

\textsuperscript{89} Id. § 6001.

\textsuperscript{90} RESILIENCE, supra note 30, at 3.

\textsuperscript{91} tit. 10, § 905b(3)(A).
Act 137 led to the establishment of a state Rivers Program.\(^{92}\) Since 2004, the program has been developing partnerships with community-based organizations and other regional and local partners to assess the geomorphology (or physical condition) of specific sections (or reaches) of rivers.\(^{93}\) More than 8,000 of Vermont’s 23,000 river and stream miles have now been analyzed using aerial photography and 1,500 have had detailed field-based assessments.\(^{94}\) Seventy-five percent of these studied river miles are unstable due to centuries of actions taken to control their flows and reshape their channels.\(^{95}\) This work led to the profound discovery that river instability is largely responsible for the erosive floodwaters that put public safety and property at risk in Vermont, and that send large quantities of sediment and nutrients downstream where they harm river habitat and lake water quality.\(^{96}\)

Using these assessments, some community-based organizations have partnered with DEC on the development of river corridor maps and plans. River corridor maps identify the area that rivers need to meander, and achieve a more stable equilibrium that makes them less prone to flooding.\(^{97}\) These maps are essential for making informed land use decisions that minimize hazards and protect floodplain services.

In some parts of the state, river corridor plans have been developed. These plans recommend specific steps for managing rivers back to an equilibrium condition through, for example, restoration projects or conservation of key remaining floodplains upstream of villages, or through upgrading under-sized bridges and culverts.\(^{98}\)

Finally, in recent years a number of communities (six percent of all Vermont municipalities) have responded to all of this new information by
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limiting future development in mapped river corridors. They have formally adopted river corridor maps and passed bylaws that prohibit new structures within the corridors. In these communities, rivers have more room to move. Many of these local bylaws incorporate the provisions of model bylaws developed by ANR.

C. The Challenges Ahead

Compared with other flood years, then, Vermont emerged from Tropical Storm Irene with a more broadly accepted, science-based perspective on the true condition of the state’s rivers. New knowledge, and the beginnings of some efforts to protect and restore the natural function of floodplains as an alternative to the ineffective structural approaches we depended on in the past has set the stage for an informed conversation about future disaster prevention.

As this conversation gets underway, it is important that we both acknowledge the progress made in the last decade and reflect on what adjustments might be needed to ensure even faster progress in the next.

One concern is that after nearly a decade of river assessments, river corridor planning, and work with communities on their flood hazard bylaws, the number of municipalities that have made a significant change in how they regulate floodplain development is still very small. Seventy percent of Vermont municipalities are still using regulations based on FEMA’s minimum standards. Thirteen percent have no regulations at all.
An obstacle to achieving more floodplain protection at the local level is that communities do not have responsibility for managing flood hazards across an entire watershed. The hazards produced from placing fill and new structures on a particular floodplain primarily occur downstream.

When a municipality considers how strictly it should limit floodplain development, it must weigh the perceived benefits of accommodating new growth in the present against unknown future costs that will mostly play out in distant places. Passing a robust flood hazard bylaw can be difficult if elected officials fear that their citizens will not easily see the benefit. Some municipal governments in Vermont may resist the adoption of strong bylaws unless and until they have confidence that other upstream and downstream communities will do the same, creating long delays in their dissemination throughout watersheds.

An additional challenge springs from the size of Vermont’s town governments. Many Vermont towns are run on the dedication and hard work of volunteers who maintain other day jobs. ANR offers technical assistance to evaluate flood hazards and improve municipal plans and bylaws. But even with this help, the work involved is substantial and few communities begin it without a compelling reason and a deadline.

Most of the communities that have updated their local regulations in the last five years have done so in response to a pressing deadline from
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FEMA. When FEMA updates floodplain maps, all of the communities in the mapped areas must formally adopt the new maps and update local regulations to meet or exceed minimum standards for NFIP jurisdictions. This requirement creates an opportunity for ANR to offer technical assistance and to encourage the adoption of stronger regulations. Without the FEMA deadlines, progress is much slower, and FEMA has not scheduled an update any of its maps in eight Vermont counties.

A few other communities have adopted bylaws because they have experienced recent flood damage. Since Tropical Storm Irene, the Department of Environmental Conservation’s Rivers Program has experienced an upsurge in requests for help analyzing and mitigating flood hazards. But the volume of requests may ebb with the passing of time.

Lastly, even when municipalities do establish bylaws governing land use in floodplains, effective administration and enforcement may not occur. When ANR or FEMA audit town permitting files—a practice aimed at evaluating whether towns are meeting requirements for participation in the NFIP—the agencies often find that local bylaws are being inconsistently applied. Frequent turnover in town offices and leadership is one reason for this; it creates a high hurdle for building institutional knowledge of local flood hazard regulations and how to apply them to development proposals.

These challenges are inherent in our system of small town governments, and they should not obscure the fact that Vermont’s town officials are deeply committed to keeping their residents safe and managing development in accordance with the public interest. Over time, it is likely that the state will continue to make incremental progress toward greater protection for floodplains. The critical question is whether this progress will be swift and consistent enough to improve our flood resilience even as climate change brings more frequent and intense storms.

D. Options for Enhancing Flood Resilience

In the spring of 2012, the Institute for Sustainable Communities, a nonprofit organization based in Montpelier, Vermont, began a partnership with
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the state to initiate the Resilient Vermont Project. The project is bringing together a range of public and private organizations to bolster the state’s resilience by producing (1) an inventory of the many resilience-building activities underway throughout the state; (2) a shared vision of “resilience” in the Vermont context; and (3) a prioritized menu of actions and investments that will move the state toward that shared vision.

During this collaborative process, participants representing community-based organizations, businesses, the agricultural and forestry sectors, environmental non-profits, state agencies, and other groups will explore new ideas about how the state can best prevent, respond to, and recover from future natural disasters. We should not miss the opportunity to discuss how we can accelerate the protection of floodplains, while also supporting efforts aimed at making river valley communities grow and thrive.

The remainder of this paper outlines potential changes to state policies or programs that, while far from exhaustive, suggest a starting point for discussion. The authors urge the Resilient Vermont Project to explore these proposals.

1. Option One: Expand Assistance and Incentives for Municipalities

A first option is to expand the assistance available to help Vermont’s diverse villages, towns, and cities assess local flooding hazards and evaluate their standards for regulating development in floodplains.

As noted above, some towns have already worked closely with ANR’s Rivers Program, regional planning commissions, watershed groups and other partners to make local development more flood resilient. They have developed river corridor maps to supplement FEMA’s maps, and a few have incorporated standards recommended in model bylaws. These early adopting communities have often been keenly aware of the value of protecting floodplain services.

Most communities, however, still do not have access to river corridor plans and maps. These communities cannot analyze where existing development—sometimes even critical facilities like town offices or fire stations—is situated in areas vulnerable to erosion hazards. They also lack local land use regulations that prevent future development in these areas. The state and others are asking what they could do to better assist these communities.


As a first step, ANR is planning to produce and make available a complete set of river corridor maps for all of Vermont’s river miles.109 Accompanying the provision of river corridor maps could be an effort to provide municipalities with more technical assistance for reviewing and updating floodplain bylaws. While this kind of help is already available to towns that seek it out, a better funded and more proactive effort to assist local governments across the state has the potential to hasten the pace at which communities adopt strong floodplain development controls.

Additional assistance could also be made available to help municipalities identify and mitigate risks to existing roads, water, wastewater, and/or other important public facilities.

Another means of helping municipalities make what are often difficult land use decisions in river corridors is to provide meaningful financial incentives. Recovery and Resilience the Vermont Way—a 2011 report issued after a meeting between Vermont’s senior state officials and disaster recovery and prevention specialists from other parts of the country—recommended that Vermont “use the power of state funding to create incentives for local municipalities to prevent new development in floodplains and restore vegetated buffers.” 110 The report offers as an example giving municipalities that limit floodplain development priority funding for community development.111

Vermont’s legislature embraced this idea in the spring of 2012 when it passed Act 138. The new law mandates the development of a Flood Resilient Communities Program to aggregate and publicize a range of state incentives for local land use plans, policies, and regulations that address flood hazards and improve the protection of floodplains.112

The program will be developed over the next year. It will include a major new incentive in the form of enhanced disaster recovery assistance. After federally declared disasters, municipalities can apply for Public Assistance Grants from FEMA to repair or replace damaged infrastructure such as roads and bridges. Municipalities must provide a twenty-five percent local match for these federal funds, and the state contributes to that required local match via a special fund called the Emergency Relief and Assistance Fund (ERAF). Under a new state rule promulgated in 2012, municipalities that take certain actions to reduce their risk of flood damage—such as adopting a local flood hazard bylaw or Hazard Mitigation Plan—will be eligible to receive a larger contribution from the Fund towards their required local match. Municipalities that take all of the
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actions listed in the rule will receive as much as seventy percent of their required twenty-five percent match from the state fund, reducing the amount of local resources they must expend significantly.  

2. Option Two: Improve State Review of Municipal Floodplain Permits

While permitting development in floodplain areas falls primarily within the purview of Vermont’s cities and towns, the state oversees some municipal permits. Under Chapter 117 of Vermont statutes, municipalities that participate in the National Flood Insurance Program must seek the state’s review of permit applications for development in SFHAs. Through this collaboration, the floodplain managers at ANR can help town officials understand and consistently apply local bylaws and ordinances. The state can also inform local officials and planners about the flood risks that new buildings will face when local bylaws stop short of prohibiting new structures in flood hazard areas. Finally, ANR’s floodplain managers can help municipal planners identify erosion hazards that are not addressed by FEMA’s standards, but that are endemic to Vermont’s steep river valleys and fast-moving rivers.

There are ways to make the state’s statutorily required review of local permits in SFHAs more effective. First, the state could create and publicize clearer guidance about the nature of this municipal requirement, to ensure that all NFIP communities submit their permits for technical review. A further step could tie federal and state grants to municipal participation, and to the consistency with which municipalities incorporate the comments they get into permit decisions and conditions.

3. Option Three: Develop Uniform State Standards for Floodplain Development

Some states, such as our neighbor Massachusetts, have established minimum standards at the state level that are more protective of floodplain resources than FEMA requires. Establishing a set of state standards for development in floodplain areas would represent a change in course for Vermont. Municipalities would still create and adopt flood hazard bylaws and issue permits in accordance with those regulations. However, minimum state standards would ensure greater consistency in how those bylaws protect remaining floodplains. Today only six percent of Vermont
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municipalities prohibit new structures in river corridors, where the risk of
damage from erosion is greatest. Setting a state standard would allow
Vermont to prohibit new structures in all river corridors. Minimum
standards could also enhance the degree of flood proofing required if and
when structures were allowed in these areas.

Vermont recently took a step toward a greater state role in setting
standards when the Legislature passed Act 138 last spring. Among other
flood resilience measures, Act 138 requires ANR to develop a new set of
state “Floodplain Rules,” to regulate land uses on floodplains that are
exempt from municipal regulation (including agriculture, silviculture,
transportation, utilities and schools). ANR and other state agencies will
develop these new rules by the spring of 2014.

4. Option Four: Expand and Strengthen Act 250 Permitting

Historically, Act 250 has provided an important tool for protecting
floodplains. Any project or subdivision requiring an Act 250 permit must
meet the Act’s requirements under criteria 1D, which aim to prevent certain
defined impacts to floodplain capacity. Act 250 permitting has augmented
the review that floodplain projects get through local permitting. Two
aspects of the Act 250 regulatory process are critical in defining and
limiting the reach of this oversight.

First, only larger projects fall under Act 250 jurisdiction. In
municipalities that have permanent zoning and subdivision bylaws,
commercial and industrial development is only required to have an Act 250
permit if it is to be situated on a tract of land larger than ten acres. In
municipalities that do not have these local regulations, commercial and
industrial development must have an Act 250 permit if it is on a tract of
land larger than one acre. In all municipalities, Act 250 review is only
required for residential projects when they include ten or more units. Across Vermont, incremental small-scale development in floodplains
receives little scrutiny under Act 250, despite its potential to increase
hazards downstream.

Second, when new construction undergoes Act 250 review, the
standards used to determine what constitutes an “undue” impact to
“floodways” under Criteria 1D are often not robust enough to preserve the
floodplain’s natural functions. Act 250 standards stop short of prohibiting
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new structures or new fill in SFHAs. When new structures or fill are allowed, the standards call for some basic flood-proofing to keep built structures sound even when floodwaters lap at their doorstep.

Act 250 has been and will continue to be an important asset for protecting floodplain areas. Vermont could, however, consider two possible changes to the Act 250 process to improve floodplain protection and flood resilience. First, the Legislature could adjust the regulatory thresholds that trigger the permit requirement. Act 250 jurisdiction could be triggered by any development in a floodplain, regardless of its size.

Second, the Legislature could strengthen the definition of “undue” and “unreasonable” impact under criteria 1D. Construction and fill could be prohibited in SFHAs. Alternatively, permit applicants could be required to demonstrate that their project would not cause any adverse impacts to floodplain functions by, for example, submitting models that demonstrate that the proposed development would not increase the velocity of floodwaters.

5. Option Five: Create Incentives for Flood Resilient Land Management

A final option for additional floodplain protection lies in Vermont’s Current Use Program. Created in 1978, the Program, administered by the Vermont Department of Taxes, offers owners of agricultural and forest land use value taxation—taxation based on the land’s productive value rather than its "highest and best" value (its value for development). The program is designed to lower property taxes on those maintaining property for working agriculture and forestry. The hope is that the reduced tax burden will encourage property owners to leave the land undeveloped.

While the Current Use Program was created primarily to preserve Vermont’s working landscape, its value for helping Vermont avoid flood damage is noteworthy. As of 2012, over two million acres of forest and agricultural land belonging to more than 17,000 property owners across Vermont were enrolled in the Program. The enrolled forested lands soak up precipitation in every major watershed in the state, slowing runoff into
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streams and rivers. The enrolled agricultural lands provide those essential floodplains that give rivers the room they need to spread out and release energy.

While the Current Use Program has made the state more flood resilient, the Program could be modified to provide greater benefits. One option would be to incentivize the adoption of flood resilient land management practices on enrolled lands. Agricultural landowners could garner additional tax breaks by maintaining a vegetated riparian buffer larger than the minimum buffer required under Vermont’s Accepted Agricultural Practices.124 Qualified landowners could also be offered financial incentives to incorporate other management techniques designed to slow or store stormwater.

A similar financial incentive could be offered to forestland owners who commit to implementing forest management practices that maximize the services their lands provide for absorbing and slowing stormwater. Examples of such practices might include removing temporary logging roads and increasing the size of culverts needed to ensure that higher stream flows are not blocked in a manner that may wash out roads and destroy habitats.

A set of financial incentives for flood resilient land management would provide ecological benefits beyond dampening high-river flows. Runoff from farmland and other uplands washes phosphorus into rivers and streams, where it is carried to Lake Champlain and many other lakes across Vermont. In addition, high river flows scour phosphorus-laden sediment off the banks of streams and rivers. Enhancing the storage of stormwater on lands enrolled in the Current Use Program would not only address future flood hazards, but also reduce phosphorus pollution that harms aquatic ecosystems.

CONCLUSION

Vermont’s response to Irene thus far has shown that we can come together to overcome incredible challenges. We can continue to work together to explore actions and public policy changes that will advance our ability to reduce future flood damage while advancing other important goals such as restoring the ecological health of our watersheds and fisheries.

Our opportunity to act is, however, time limited. Experience with natural disasters across the United States has shown that awareness of risk among the public and among elected leaders can be short-lived. In

Vermont, it is critical to take steps now to prevent future damage, before our own heightened awareness of our vulnerability to future hurricanes recedes and other critical community issues demand renewed attention.

The collaborative work among state agencies that blossomed following Irene must continue in order to achieve this goal. Equally important, state agencies must engage more broadly with municipal governments, federal agencies, regional planning commissions, businesses, farmers, housing advocates, environmental and conservation groups and the Vermont public. This was the recommendation of the Governor’s Council on Community Design and is the hope of the participants in the dialogue being led by the Institute for Sustainable Communities. Through this dialogue, we can find a shared understanding of our challenges and the opportunity to develop a common understanding of the necessary solutions. Every Vermonter can benefit from building a Vermont that is stronger and more resilient.